Sadly Bob’s day ended in a cloud of smoke when the
little BSA melted its wiring harness just a few miles into
the route.
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PAST EVENTS
Boxing Day, Sunday December 26th. – The 6th Brass
Monkey Ride – The Moon at Mordiford
Despite plenty of good reasons to stay at home more
than 30 cheery souls turned out for our Annual “Brass
Monkey” ride – our last event of 2021.

It wasn’t just the locals that made it to The Moon; Cliff
Osenton travelled from Banbury and Chris Richards
and son Tom made it from Cilmery.

Furthest travelled by far, was Bob Nutter who brought
his Bantam all the way from Welwyn Garden city.

Thanks are due to Mike Bertenshaw for planning the
route. His previously troublesome Bantam behaved
itself for the whole day!
The Christmas Jumper contest was a close run thing,
but Terry Pickering was deemed the winner with this
splendid effort.

weather forecast and very mixed messages about
the availability of food, something clearly attracted
our members and more than 30 enjoyed a splendid
scenic route on an ecclectic mix of ancient and
modern machinery.

John Hodges’ Silk special attracted plenty of
admirers (If you want to find out more about this
unique bike check out John’s article in issue 54-. You
can find it here on our website.)
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/newsletters-2/
Jack England’s Rotax Harley, complete with gun
box, brings something different to any section ride.

Around 35% of those who made it to the Hundred
House Inn also rode the Brass Monkey ride,
suggesting that, weather permitting, there is an
appetite for these festive season rides.

Charles Wright has pointed out the origin of the
phrase “Brass Monkey” and sadly, it is nothing at all
to do with frosted dangly bits…….Apparently, Tudor
warships would store a number of cannon balls
adjacent to the guns, on a pair of parallel rails called
a “Monkey”. To reduce the risk of sparks, the
monkeys were made of brass. In cold and wet
weather the wooden supports would swell and the
balls could fall through….hence the expression we all
know, not rude at all! (This is as deflating as finding that

Santa doesn’t really exist – Ed)
The “Brass Bull” New Year ride – Hundred House Inn
– Sunday Jan 2nd 2022
Bouyed by the success of the Boxing Day “Brass
Monkey” ride, we decided at the very last minute to
hold a similar event based in the west of the section.
Our expectations were low, but despite an indifferent

Mike Spencer’s T20 Cub was one of a number of
good looking Triumphs on display.

Thanks to Chris Richards, Gary Jones and John
Munday for making it possible and thanks to Ciaran
Spencer and Jack England for the excellent photos
(you can see lots more on our Facebook page…..
and we can assure you that nothing bad will happen
to you if you click on it!)
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire
There will definitely be a New Year’s Day ride based
in or close to Builth Wells in 2023.

FUTURE EVENTS
Given the prevelance of the Omicron varient of the
COVID virus, we must asume that all these events
may be subject ot restrictions or cancellation.
Thursday Jan 20th - 19:00 – Club night East - The Moon
Mordiford. HR1 4LW
All existing and intending members welcome.
Nothing formal, just a chance to meet up with friends
and like-minded others.
Thursday Feb 3rd 19:30 – Club night West - The
Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, LD2 3AR.
All existing and intending members welcome. A
good chance to get together and chat.
Sat & Sun Feb 12th & 13th – “The Classic Dirt Bike Show”
Telford International Centre, Telford TF3 4JH on
February 12-13, 2022. 10:00 – 16:00

If Classic off-road is your thing then, this is the only
show for you. The autojumble is a major attraction,
but go on the Saturday as anything worth buying has
gone by lunchtime!
There’s always a fabulous display of rare and
important off-road machines and the halls are
crammed with excellent trade and club stands. Best

to buy your tickets in advance as there’s always a
long queue for “pay at the door”. COVID
RESTRICTIONS WILL PROBABLY BE IN PLACE.
Wednesday Feb 16th - Brightwell’s Timed on-line
Classic Car & Motorcycle Auction - Easters Court,
Leominster, HR6 0DE.
Just 2 mopeds in the catalogue at the moment and
entries close on 4th Feb. It’s always worth checking
their website to see what else may be on offer.
https://www.brightwells.com/timed-sale/5237

Red, extravagant, Italian, idiosyncratic, (did I say
red?), eccentric, and highly desirable – words just
can’t do justice to this piece of engineering art - the
1948 250cc Moto Guzzi Airone. I defy you to look at it
without feeling a warm glow and a strong urge to
take it home.

Thursday Feb 17th - 19:00 – Club night East - The Moon
Mordiford. HR1 4LW
All existing and intending members welcome.
Nothing formal, just a chance get together for a pint
and a chat.
Friday & Saturday February 18th and 19th – 2 day
auction of motorcycle memorabilia, petroliana,
spares and motorcycles – HJ Pugh Hazle Meadows,
Ledbury, HR8 2LP.
With 5 weeks still to go, there is already an impressive
catalogue of motorcycles for this first Pugh’s sale of
2022. These 3 Italian beauties perfectly capture the
flavour and the quality of what promises to be one of
their best ever auctions.

Less exotic, but no less desirable, this 1972 175cc 5speed Gilera Sport (Military) would make a superb
little machine for the roads of Herefordshire & MidWales. It might also be less damaging to the pocket
than its Italian brothers.

You can see the full catalogue by following the link
on HJ Pugh’s website.
http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html

Rarely seen in the auction houses and hard to value,
this immaculate “square case” 1979 Ducati SS900
Desmo (above) could make north of £15k.

Sunday Feb 20th – Breakfast ride-in to the Watering
Hole Cafe, Aymestry, Herefordshire, HR6 9SR, from
10:00 a.m.
We are guests of the Worcestershire section for this
first ride of the year. You choose your route there and
back.

Saturday & Sunday 26th & 27th February – The Bristol
Classic Motorcycle show. The Royal Bath & West
showground, Shepton Mallet, BA4 6QN. 09:30 – 17:00

Smaller than Stafford, but preferred by many. The
club stands are one of the highlights of the show and
are worth the admission on their own. As with the Dirt
Bike Show, it’s worth buying your tickets in advance
to avoid queuing. Be warned, despite the title, its
miles from Bristol! About 1 hr in a van/car, but quicker
on a bike if you’re prepared to filter.

CYCLEMOTORS – A GUILTY SECRET?
By Bill Danks

“The recent photo of a ‘two up’ Cyclemaster (issue
66 - Ed) brought back some happy memories.
Reluctantly I will admit that I have a soft spot for
cyclemotors and the Cyclemaster Magic Wheel in
particular. ‘Two up’ you doubting Thomas’s out there
will say it can’t be done. From personal experience I
can assure you it can be done. In the mid 50’s I would
sit on the specially adapted pillion on the back of my
Uncle Frank’s Cyclemaster and we would ‘motor’ out

from Birmingham for a day’s fishing at one of his
favourite haunts.
REPAIRED A JAMES COMET
Fast forward to 1960 and armed with my dad’s copy
of ‘Motorcycles and How to Manage Them’ I, as an
enthusiastic 14 year old, successfully repaired a 98cc
James Comet for our local Co-op Insurance
Collector, The Comet had slipped it’s timing and was
suffering from a blocked exhaust. For my services I
was presented with a pedal cycle fitted with 32cc
Cyclemaster Magic Wheel. EMI Industries of Hayes
Middlesex, yes, them of records and record player
fame, produced 180,000 of these German DKW
inspired little devices and they were snapped up by
Joe Public who was eager to cheaply motorize his
pedal cycle and whizz off into the sunset.
STARTED A PASSION FOR 2-WHEELERS
I stripped and rebuilt mine on many occasions and
duly thrashed it around Mom and Dad’s garden. That
little bike taught me a lot, was my first experience of
self-propulsion and possibly started a passion for twowheelers which has lasted over 60 years. The
Cyclemaster and I finally parted company and I
moved on to bigger and better toys but I never
forgot that little 32cc gem.
FETTLING BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
With the passage of 50 years I’ve managed to
accumulate ‘a ruck’ of these eccentric little vehicles
ranging from a 1949 Cymota, through a Tojan
Minimotor, a Raleigh Runabout, a NSU Slowly, oops
Quickly, to a relatively modern 40 year old Honda
Camino. Most were literally dumped on my doorstep
however a Cyclemaster eluded me. Forty years ago
nobody wanted them and they were discarded or
scrapped. The Cyclemaster was a sound piece of
engineering and near the top of the cyclemotor
pecking order so suddenly in recent years they have
become
desirable
and
prices
escalated
accordingly. I honestly thought I’d missed the boat.
A few years ago I happened to hear about the
NACC (Buzzing) Society, a rather masonic and secret
society who fettle their steeds behind closed doors
only to whizz them around the countryside with gay
abandon and oh possibly a little L.P.A. (light pedal
assistance) as and when necessary. Naturally, full of

enthusiasm,
miscreants.

I

joined

this

eccentric

bunch

of

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
It was at a Coffee Stop on a South Staffs Buzzing Run
that in idle conversation the topic of Cyclemasters
popped up. It appeared a well-known raconteur in
the Buzzing Circles, John Burgess, had recently
acquired one and wondered if I would like to takeover the project as it was of little interest to him. John,
you bet I would!!! Historically John was displaying at
the local Cleobury Mortimer Show (6 miles from
Kidderminster) and was offered the Cyclemaster by
a gentleman from Highley which just happened to
be 4 miles up the River Severn from my home. It’s
certainly a small world. So with some trepidation I
motored up to John’s premises to view the ‘object of
my desire’. I was not to be disappointed for yes she
was rusty and distressed but basically she was
complete. It was love at first sight and I whisked her
away to my workshop in Kidderminster.
NO CHEATING THE DVLA
I intended my Cyclemaster Magic Wheel to be a
winter project, However just as suddenly a 1950s
Triumph Sports cycle popped up and my enthusiasm
got the better of me. Yes, spokes were broken, and
the motor needed a new little end bearing, piston
rings, main bearings, seals and cables. The exhaust
system was completely blocked with carbon which
must have choked the poor little thing to death and
required an immediate de-coke. With all these
problems rectified, a fresh coat of gloss black paint
applied and careful assembly she looked a real
stunner and I put her through the D.V.L.A. registration
system. Naughtily, I declared her as a 25cc Triumph
(the smallest Triumph ever?) but it was not to be. The
nice man at the D.V.L.A. declared it had been tried
before and it was not to be, mores the pity.
LPA – LIGHT PEDDLE ASSISTANCE
Ok she looked good but would she perform as
expected. Well she started with ease, ran very
sweetly and climbed most hills without L.P.A. (Light
Pedal Assistance) although fitted with the smaller
25cc motor. How it did that was truly amazing for the
piston is smaller than an egg-cup and my weight has
risen a staggering 50%, from the 8 stone ‘wringing

wet’ 14 year old in 1960 to an overwhelming 12 stone
69 year old by 2015. My Cyclemaster is an amazing
little device. She turns heads, is fun to ride and most
importantly has that ‘Smile Factor’. Yes it took 55
years for the Cyclemaster Magic Wheel to turn full
circle.
UNIQUELY QUALIFIED
Bill’s ownership of the 4-engined machine machine
at the head of the article definitely qualifies him to
express an opinion. About 10 years ago, he was
asked to display four machines fitted with
cyclemotors at The Stafford Show. It seemed a
bridge too far so he simply attached three additional
motors to his existing Cyclemaster just for the fun of it.
“Honestly”, says Bill, “It caused a sensation and many
show visitors seriously thought it could be 'motored'.”

The “cyclemaster” concept is still alive and kicking.
As demonstrated by this “Black-ops”survival bike,
made by Californian company Motoped. The first
prototype emerged from a suburban garage in
Santa Cruz in 2008 and finally evolved into well-built
and sophistacted machines like this. Sadly petrol
engined machines are no longer available and
Motoped has focusssed its efforts on electrically
powered models, but you can still buy the parts
needed to build one and if you’re really desperate,
there’s a similar machine on eBay Australia for £1,320.
“The King is dead – Long live the King”

A ROYAL RUBY – RARER THAN RARE
Section member Stephen West-Oram, has provided
these excellent pictures of his 1920 350cc Royal Ruby
and has shared some of its history.

“…….My father and I collected the near-derelict
machine from the house of a Mr Pugh, somewhere in
South Shropshire, probably on 14th June 1964 (the
date is accurate: it was the day before I sat ‘O’-level
mathematics and I thought I should have been
swotting, rather than meandering down to Shropshire
to pick up a dubious motorcycle).
UP AND RUNNING FOR OULTON PARK
We had to sever one or two young trees protruding
through the frame before the RR could be extracted
from Mr Pugh’s chicken shed. We didn’t do much
with the bike for a few years but my father got going
in about 1975 and after farming out much of the
skilled work, the Royal Ruby was up and running in
1981 at a parade at Oulton Park but then lived in my
father’s front hall until he died in 1991. He never rode
it, always being busy on his BMW, Alldays Allon or
hybrid Triumph racer.
SAT IN A DEALER’S SHOWROOM?
It was first registered in 1922 but the registration
number, EU 113 was, according to a letter from The
Borough of Brecknock, ‘issued to a motorcycle’ in
1920. RR went bust in 1922 so I would guess that my
machine is from before that date. Quite why there
was a two-year gap between 1920 and 1922 I don’t
know. Maybe the bike sat in a dealership for that

period and was united with a previously issued
registration at the time of its sale. I have tax disc
showing an expiry date of 30 June 1929 so imagine
that that was its last appearance on the road before
being confined to storage (perhaps in Mr Pugh’s
chicken shed). Foolishly we didn’t bother to get any
history from Dr Pugh at the time of the RR’s acquisition
but I recall that he told us he used to ride it round their
garden when a child so it is possible that EU 113 was
in the Pugh family in about 1950 or so, in South
Shropshire.
AN AWARD AT BANBURY
I had EU 113 running well after only a little
recommissioning in 1992 and managed to finish in
the Banbury Run that year and the next, winning a
first-class award on the second occasion. I run it
every year nowadays but only very locally, on the
A417 if things are quiet, just to prove to myself that it
is still a going concern.
A JAP ENGINE?
It is a 350cc model, with leaf spring suspension fore
and aft, a two-speed gearbox and the usual noneffective brakes. The engine is probably a JAP but
with Royal Ruby embossed castings.

A Triumph two-barrel carburettor is not at all original
RR spec but it had been sitting on various shelves for
about 45 years so I decided that it must earn its keep.

With a bit of help from Robin James Engineering
Services and nickel plating by me it worked straight
away and I think it improves the performance
somewhat (probably as a result of my nickel
plating!)”

Stephen would love to find out more about this rare
machine. If you can help, please get in touch.

(Stephen was right about swotting, rather than collecting
an old motor bike – he passed ‘O’ level maths but didn’t
achieve the grade he needed to fulfil his dream of training
to be a mechanical engineer – Ed)

MINI MONTESA
Last month’s piece on the Yamaha PW50 and the
Honda QR50 created a lot of interest. We are grateful
to Hereford’s Nick Barrow who was kind enough to
allow us to photograph his Grandson’s Montesa
Cota 50.

The Montesa Cota 25 (later
badged the Cota 50) was first
shown
at
the
Spanish
Automobil exhibition in 1971
to an ecstatic public. All 70 of
the first production run were
sold directly to the public off
the stand and dealers had to
wait several months before they could get their
hands on them. Almost 8,000 of this first model were
sold between 1971 and 1974, but production of
subsequent versions continued until 1982.
The Cota 25 is a child’s motorycyle scaled down from
the adult 247 model. It used the German JLO
(sometimes called ILO) 50cc 2-stroke engine
common in Montesa
mopeds and monkey
bikes of the time and
was supplied either as a
conventional
motor
cycle, or in moped form
(with pedals). Various
transmission
options
were available during
the model’s life from,
automatic, 2-speed and 3-speed. Some of Spain’s
greatest riders, like Jordi Tarres and Alex Criville
started their careers on these fabulous little bikes.
They have retained their huge popularity and rarely
appear on the market. You can expect to pay
upwards of £3,000 for a good example.
Spanish competitor Bultaco was slow to react, but by

1974 had launched its 48cc 3-speed 2-stroke Chispa
(Spark) model, a scaled down version of the hugely
successful Sherpa “T”. Despite carrying Bultaco
branding on the crankcases, the motor was supplied
by Ducati – the same engine they used on their
succesful 50TT mopeds.
These 2 little Spanish machines can take all the credit
for launching children’s trials as a branch of the sport.

VMCC MEMBERS INSURANCE SCHEME
The disappearance of the facility to ride “other bikes
not belonging to you” in policies issued by Peter
James Insurance (PJI), the preferred club insurer, has
become a bit of an issue. Club insurance officer and
author of the scheme Bob Clark contacted me
shortly after the publication of the article in issue 66
of our section newsletter and
was at pains to point out that
permission to ride “other bikes
not belonging to you” (under
usual industry caveats) is an
essential component of the
agreement between the
VMCC and PJI and that unless
you are under 25 or a motor trader, this should be
automatic….. So-If your Certificate of Insurance looks
like this and contains the phrase “Not Granted”,

you should contact PJI and ask for a corrected
certificate to be re-issued. Bob has been in touch
with PJI and they accept that this cover should be
automatic. He has asked them “To take action to
ensure that this right is made very explicitly clear in
the policy documentation”.
It seems likely that the problem is restricted to new PJI
clients. I have been contacted by 2 section
members, both long term PJI costomers who are
insured to ride other bikes. Thanks to those of you who
contacted me, and thanks to Bob Clark for his
prompt reaction. Lets hope that the issue is quickly
resolved.

CROSSWORD - MOTOR CYCLES ONLY
A first for the newsletter! Terry Pickering has kindly
compiled this excellent crossword. The answers will be
published in issue 68.
ACROSS
1.Spanish, famous for the COTA series. 4. talian
specialising in off-road. 5. Ceska Zbrojovka is the full
company name. 8. 1896 – 1965, British Marque made in
Coventry. 12. Honda V4 sports tourer introduced in 1982.
13. Russion BMW? 15 Lord who mde this ‘80s Weslake
powered 892cc bike.
16. Wombat, Super rat, Road Toad, some of the
marque’s models. 17. (2 & 7) Nicknamed “Lighthouse”
1899 – 1839 and made in Birmingham. 20. Roger
Bibbings favourite mount from the Eastern block. 22.
Chicago department store mail-ordered these under
their name ***** Roebuck. 23. Not a cowboy. 24. Early
motorcycle built by a famouse sword company. 27.
Anag. of “veil” – 1903 fitted with a Minerva engine. 29.
small chicken. 30. The Valleys’ only bike. 32. Well done
reward? 34 KS750. Developed for Wehrmacht in WW2
DOWN
2. Is it the “Leader”? 3. Also 4th planet from the sun. 6.
1990-2020 Kawasaki model. 7. 1925-30 Berlin
Lightweight, belt driven 2-cylinder. 9. Ivory or Red Major
made by Minstrel & Rea in Birmingham. 10. Steyr Daimler
- - - - 11. Sloping Powered Black Cat. 14.Japanese giant,
originally under the Meguro name. 15. Popular Swedish
Chainsaw. 16. Also made cars with the Hawk and Snipe
models. 18. Popular ‘70s Yamaha models. 19.Italian 3 ½
manufacturer. 21. Originally Howard Raymond Davies,
later linked to Vincent. 25. Austrian – well known for offroad and Enduro bikes. 26. Followed by Imperial. 28.
High Perfoprmance Italina bikes bought by Piaggio in
2004. 29. Midland gun company. 31. Tailless cat
manufacturer 33. Diks Paint Products.

THE BRITISH MOTORCYCLE CHARITABLE TRUST
Following our article on the water-cooled Rotary
Norton P53C, we have been asked, “Who exactly
are The British Motorcycle Charitable Trust (BMCT)
and what do they do?” Secretary Andy Buffton has
supplied us with the facts.
“The BMCT was originally formed in 1979 to facilitate
the building of the National Motorcycle Museum at
Bickenhill, near Solihull. In 1995 the Museum was
forced to relinquish its charitable status and split from

the BMCT, which was re-constituted with new trustees
as an entirely separate grant-making Charity with no
links to the National Motorcycle Museum
whatsoever. We are dedicated to the promotion of
British motorcycle engineering heritage through a
network of affiliated transport and local interest
museums in England, Wales, Scotland, and the Isle of
Man.
SUPPORT FOR MANY MUSEUMS
Examples of projects we have funded include the
building of the 1930s replica motorcycle shop at the
Black Country Museum,
and the new Story of the
Motorcycle gallery at the
National Motor Museum at
Beaulieu. We have also
recently helped Sammy
Miller
to
expand
his
wonderful museum in the
New Forest.
From time to time when a significant British
motorcycle has come onto the market, we have
stepped in to acquire it and secure its preservation
and exhibition in the most appropriate museum. A
good example is the 1917 Matchless WW1 machine
gun outfit where were able to acquire the bike in the
face of keen bidding from overseas and arrange for
it to be loaned to the Tank Museum at Bovington.
Since splitting from the NMM we’ve built up a
collection of some 45 motorcycles which are
displayed around our affiliated museums. We also
have 42 British motor scooters which are all under
one roof at the Isle of Man Motor Museum at Jurby.
WHY NOT BECOME A BMCT MEMBER?
Associate Membership, currently £20 a year, is open
to all and allows free entry to all the museums in our
affiliation scheme. Our funding comes from
membership subscriptions, bequests, donations and
income from our investments.”
The BMCT’s affiliated museums are:
Black Country Living Museum, Dudley
British Motor Museum, Gaydon
Brooklands Museum, Weybridge
Coventry Transport Museum

Dover Transport Museum
Gloucester Life Museum
Grampian Transport Museum, Aberdeen
Haynes International Motor Museum
Internal Fire Museum of Power, Tanygroes
Isle of Man Motor Museum, Jurby
Jet Age Museum, Gloucester
Manx Museum, Douglas, Isle of Man
Museum in the Park, Stroud
National Motor Museum, Beaulieu
Sammy Miller Museum, New Milton
Silk Mill Museum of Making, Derby
Tank Museum, Bovington
The Norton Collection Museum, Bromsgrove
For further information you can contact Andy Bufton
at admin@bmct.org or their website, www.bmct.org

CARBON OFFSETTING
The Feb edition of the VMCC journal will carry a
fascinating article penned by section member Fred
Spaven (He of the Charging Bullet). Fred looks at the
carbon footprint of old bikes – and asks can a
Bantam be cleaner than a new electric car?
Predictably, riding an old bike for fun doesn’t really
save the planet, but rather than giving up altogether,
the article suggests a number of ways in which we
can reduce the impact of using our old bikes, but
ultimately concludes that “Offsetting” probably in
the form of tree planting is our only real answer.
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs
(FBHVC) is launching an offsetting scheme aimed at
older vehicles https://trees.fbhvc.co.uk and the
North West Section is planning on doing something
along the same lines. Perhaps this is something our
section might consider? Read Fred’s article and
come back to us with your views.

PAINTING – ANY RECOMMENDATIONS?
Eaton Bishop member Keith Apperley is looking for
someone (local) who can repaint his Honda CB500
K1 in time for some action in spring. Does anyone
have a recommendation, or, at worst, know of
someone to avoid! Please get in touch of you can
help.

UNDER £1000 –
Unfortunately, we’ve run out of room this month, but
don’t despair bargain hunters, it will return next
month.

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE SECTION WEBSITE
You will notice that we now have a new page “BIKE
OF THE MONTH”. Each month until the world ends, we
will feature a new machine. We will try to keep the
entries as varied as possible. They can be veteran,
vintage, classic or modern – as long as the machine
or the marque has a story to tell, has no more than 3
wheels and is over 25 years old, then it has every
chance of making it. Of course, we need you, our
readers, to tell us about your machines. A few words
and at least 2 decent photographs will be just fine.
We’ve started the page with the wonderful Royal
Ruby covered in this issue and I already have a bike
in mind for Febuary, but don’t be shy – please tell us
about your pride and joy.
In addition to “Bike of the month”, we have added a
new page, helpfully called ROUTES & GPX FILES to
hold all our routes as GPX files. You can find it here
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/routes-gpx-files/
Rob Holliday has kindly volunteered to co-ordinate
these files and hopes to have some on the webpage
by the end of the month. In addition, Rob will be
writing a piece for the newsletter explaining the
mystery of how you can load digital route maps to
your Satnav.
Breathe easy all you Luddites. Alongside this newfangled stuff, we will feature route maps in the
traditional form of pictograms (tulip diagrams), so if,
like many of us, you don’t wish to tangle with the
technology, you can carry on “as you were”.
Almost everything else you need to know about your
section and its activities can be found somewhere on
the website. Why not take a look?
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/

Updates and other stuff can be found on our
Facebook page – Feel free to add your views.
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

